The Hyatt portfolio consists of 14 brands that each
oﬀer a unique interpretation of the foundational Hyatt
purpose, delivering personalized care and unforgettable
experiences in ways more relevant to your world.

Park Hyatt hotels are a symbol of service
and luxury, offering impeccable guestrooms,
revitalizing spas and exceptional food and
wine, all perfectly tailored to those who
expect nothing but the best– the world’s most
discerning business and leisure travelers
seeking an elegant meeting space or
sophisticated escape.

The newest addition to the Hyatt family, Miraval
Arizona is a refuge to escape, renew, improve and
connect. 400 awe-inspiring acres offer an imaginative
array of mindful spa, biking, hiking, equine and
culinary experiences. Curated by nurturing Miraval
specialists. Crafted to return life to balance.
Empowering intentions to help guests help themselves – however they choose, time and again.

Multiple dining venues, spectacular meeting
and entertainment spaces and a sophisticated
approach to service make every Grand Hyatt
hotel an alluring destination within its
destination. Glamorous and global, these
properties are an ideal fit for business and
leisure travelers who won’t be satisfied with
second-best.

When it comes to meetings and events,
experienced professionals come to Hyatt
Regency hotels. World-class amenities and
inviting accommodations, along with on-site
restaurants, bars, markets, meeting spaces
and more, make each Hyatt Regency hotel
a self-contained community that fosters
connections and helps work get done.

Hyatt hotels are designed for guests to
make the most of every stay. Business and
leisure travelers alike benefit from pristine
rooms, invigorating restaurants and bars,
an expert staff and a prime location in a
high-demand destination.

Every Andaz property stands out as a
distinctive expression of the culture that
surrounds it—capturing the best of the local
design, cuisine and social scene—while
delivering a friendly attitude and warm,
personal service common to all Andaz
hotels worldwide.

Upscale and highly customizable, Hyatt Centric
hotels are designed for savvy, adventurous
travelers who want easy access to local
excitement and unbeaten paths while enjoying
premium amenities and uncomplicated quality in
a simple, inspiring environment that encourages
discovery and interaction.

Every property in The Unbound Collection by
Hyatt is truly one of a kind. From historic
landmarks to tropical resorts and new builds,
each property is designed to captivate guests
with the premium experiences that seasoned,
high-value travelers crave alongside the trusted
Hyatt rewards and conveniences they love.

Defined by flexible work and meeting spaces
and a range of amenities, Hyatt Place hotels
are the perfect stay for the top of the select
service category—attracting high-value business travelers seeking comfort, quality and
around-the-clock convenience in more and
more of the places where work gets done.

Built on focused customer insights, Hyatt House
hotels are designed and continually refined to
keep guests comfortable, cared for and feeling
like themselves, with essential conveniences
like residential-style rooms, complimentary
breakfasts, on-site laundry and more.

Selectively placed in some of the most
stunning locales on earth, and featuring luxurious
accommodations, personal service and a variety
of culinary options, Hyatt Ziva family resorts
and Hyatt Zilara adults-only resorts offer the
highest levels of quality, care and convenience
that seasoned travelers will find in an all inclusive
vacation experience.

With luxury properties in the world’s premier
resort destinations, Hyatt Residence Club
properties combine the long-term value of
home ownership with total vacation freedom.
Elegantly appointed residences and Hyatt’s
signature care—along with all the privileges
of our loyalty program, World of Hyatt—make
membership a must for sophisticated travelers
seeking a year-round escape.
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